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other convulsions of nature, are invariably preceded by an
uncanny silence). Or a hospitable committee meets at a
neighbouring hotel. The meeting, after the first embarrass-
ment of introductions, is delightful; but its close is shadowed
by quick glances at watches, the furtive departure of an
active secretary to " make sure that everything is all right,"
and the rapid journey of" two blocks "—always (I know not
why) two blocks—with glimpses on the street of happy,
happy people who are not going to the lecture.
But the lecturer, unhappy mortal, is always going to the
lecture. No escape for him. Few can realise how deeply
he envies those apologetic diners who rise at the coffee to
explain, with copious regrets, that a previous and ineluctable
engagement calls them to the opera or to a Philharmonic
Concert. For in all well-ordered communities there is a
Philharmonic Concert on the same evening as the lecture.
I have arrived at the same moment in the same hotel as the
performing orchestra itself, checked in between the second
fiddle and the third trombone, and listened through an
afternoon to their melodious exercises—the horn competing
with the gay bassoon, each in his bedroom. So, after that
rich foretaste of musical delights, when my embarrassed
fellow-diners rose with apologies to pass their evening with
Bach and C£sar Franck, how I envied them. For the
lecturer is condemned to pass his evenings with himself.
Yet he is not quite alone. For even lecturers have
audiences; and in their company the most industrious
speaker may learn far more than he can ever hope to teach:
he may even (I write in all humility) learn to speak. True,
the opportunity is not invariably taken. For the lecture-
platform overflows with Strong, Silent Men, faced with the
apparently insoluble problem of keeping on talking for an
hour and overcoming their invincible repugnance to articulate
speech by the most desperate expedients. Some range about
the platform like caged lions ; some hover insecurely on its
very edge and alarm nervous occupants of front seats with
the terrifying prospect of receiving a lecturer in their laps,

